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Abstract—Energy issues are the focus of national attention, integrated transport system of energy for generation is key to modern “Energy Internet”. In this paper, the planning methods framework of integrated transport system of energy for generation is discussed, on the basis of integrated transport system. The framework is divided into five modules, including transport demand forecast, comparison among modes of transport, transportation pattern construction, evaluation of social benefits and transport coordination evaluation. Under the framework proposed, an overview of the planning methods used in China is presented. Finally, research prospect of planning method for integrated transport system of energy for generation is pointed out.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In China, study on energy integrated transport system, originated from the study on coal and electricity transmission channel construction issues [1], [2], can be traced back to the mid-1980s. In about 2010, the scope of the energy integrated energy transport system was extended, its transportation objects are no longer coal only and coal electricity, but also hydropower, nuclear power and other renewable energies [3], the channels are also extended to railways, highways, waterways, pipelines, power transmission lines and others [4]. The concept of China's integrated transport system was introduced in the 1950s by the Soviet Union [5]. China issued a "national long-term integrated transport network plan" in 2007. Viewed from the development process, idea proposing and connotation extension of energy integrated transport system is thanks to the development of the integrated transport system.

In the promotion of energy production and consumption revolution, the “integration” trend between electrical power and various energies grows significantly in China. The impetuses mainly include (a) as the consumption proportion of electricity energy accounting for final energy keeps rising; processing, transfer and transportation modes of primary energies coexist more with each other; (b) adjustment of energy structure leads to the increase of energy substitute and dependence among various energy transport infrastructures; (c) China’s new energy production bases and imported countries have many varieties of energies, so there is a need to make integrated production. In this trend, integrated transport system of energy for generation will become the core of energy integrated transport system, study of planning theory and top design methods is of vital importance.

The integration of electrical power and various energies has not yet been fully realized in the planning level. In practice, China has formed separate plans for coal, electricity, oil and gas, railways and others, and the formation of each special plan lacks coordination. In theoretical and methodological level, although there are related studies, but they lack comprehensive arrangement in the perspective of the overall framework. The research direction suitable for a more integrated development trend of future power and energy is not clear.

Compared with planning theory of rather mature integrated transport system, the planning theory of integrated transport system of energy for generation is not yet perfect. This paper, based on the reference of former, will join the discussion on building the planning method framework of the integrated energy transportation system of energy for generation. The framework takes size, structure and layout of the integrated transport system of energy for generation development as the main subject and includes phases from planning to evaluation. Under this framework, based on related domestic research progress, the status quo of China’s planning methods for integrated transport system of energy for generation is presented. The paper is organized as follows, Section II is planning methods framework construction, Section III to Section VII are study overview on transportation demand forecasting, comparison of transportation ways, integrated system construction, social benefit evaluation and coordination evaluation respectively, and points out the main direction of future research and key issues that need to be addressed.

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF INTEGRATED TRANSPORT SYSTEM OF ENERGY FOR GENERATION PLANNING

A. Framework of Integrated Transport System Planning Methods

Integrated transport system refers to an integrity that can effectively meet demand and has structural optimization, integrated transferring and efficiency by a variety of transport modes according to the development ways of comparative advantages and combined function [6]. It is mainly composed of infrastructure, technical equipment and transport services [7], and the scope of this paper is focused on infrastructure. According to planning theory [8], planning and planning evaluation are inseparable; planning in integrated transport...
system surrounds transportation demand forecast to expand discussion, and combined with structure rationality, as well as social benefits evaluation. Transportation demand forecast theory usually utilizes four-stage prediction method based on a collective behavioral models, including transportation generation, transportation distribution, division of transportation ways and transportation pattern construction [9], [10], among which, transportation generation is to forecast transportation volume or transportation demand [11]; transportation distribution forecasts path of transportation flow, division of transportation ways is to forecast all kinds of transportation way proportions according to technical and economic conditions, and transportation pattern construction ultimately forms the network of various transport modes.

B. Differences and Similarities on Top Design of Integrated Transport System of Energy for Generation and Integrated Transport System

In accordance with the connotation of energy integrated transport system [12], integrated transport system of energy for generation is a generic item consistent with national economic and geographic characteristics and energy resource endowment and productivity development layout and with achieving safe, economic, clean and efficient generating energy system as the goal. In the system, various energy transport ways have their own division of labor, complementary advantages and connected integration. It is made up of the railways, highways, waterways, pipelines, transmission lines and other modes of transport and station, etc, which are optimized and rational. Compared with its integrated transport system planning, integrated transport system of energy for generation also needs to answer the needs of regional transportation demand, transport distribution, transportation mode division and transportation pattern construction; in terms of differences, the latter one also needs to answer category of the transport object, and this issue is not independent of the aforementioned four issues, but influence each other. Firstly, it is because on the premise of satisfying the power generation volume, there is substitutability among various categories of generating energies; secondly is that energy carriers change through energy conversion, and then influence the choice of mode of transport, for example, whether coal in converted into coal power in the place of production, there are many ways of sending to the receiving end like transmission modes and railway transportation.


On the basis of analysis of top design similarities and differences between integrated transport system and integrated transport system of energy for generation, planning methods framework of integrated transport system of energy for generation is built. The framework involves five modules which is shown in Fig. 1. The first one is transport demand forecast; the second is comparison among modes of transport; the third is transportation pattern construction; the fourth is evaluation of social benefits; the fifth is transport coordination evaluation, among which module one to three involve planning and analysis, module four and five belong to planning evaluation. This module division is based on that the category of transport objects also needs to be planned. It is not similar to the integrated transport system planning, which can be divided into independent transport distribution and transport mode division, but these two are merged into transport pattern construction, and before that only carry out transport mode comparison as the boundary condition.

III. TRANSPORTATION DEMAND FORECAST

In the transportation demand forecast module, transportation demand of each type of energy for generation and electricity, such as coal, natural gas, hydro, nuclear, wind and solar etc., are forecasted.

Forecasting regional transportation demand of energy and electricity is mainly through prediction of the regional demand and supply, and is carried out in accordance with their difference. Lin Boqiang [13] thinks that the energy demand forecast primarily takes into consideration of the impact of economic growth, industrial structure and technological advances; energy supply prediction mainly consider the impact of energy existence, technological advances, and production and construction and other factors. Generating energy demand forecast mainly utilizes conventional methods [14], including time series, regression analysis, input-output method and system dynamics method.
In terms of generating energy supply forecast, in addition to conventional forecasting methods, energy production growth curve model is also taken [15]. Regional transportation demand can also be carried out directly with common forecasting method, without separating production and consumption.

In terms of final conversion to electricity, there is certain substitutability between different types of energy for generation, energy substitution forecast directly impact transportation demand forecast, but currently related studies are relatively less. Sun Peng, [16] by establishing a dynamic game model, explores the relationships on time, rate with energy differences, technology accumulation efficiency and energy storage constraints when renewable energies substitutes non-renewable energies. Zhang Lifeng [14] uses beyond logarithm production function to study the substitution elasticity among coal, oil and natural gas.

IV. COMPARISON OF TRANSPORT MODES

In the comparison of transport modes module, for a certain transportation route and type of energy for generation and electricity, advantage comparison of railways, highways, waterways, pipelines, power transmission and other energy transport ways is carried out. This forms reference for transportation pattern construction.

Most studies are focused on the economic comparison of coal and power transmission [17]-[19], in which Wang Yaohua [17] analyzes economics of coal transportation and power transmission from 7 coal production regions to 13 receiving regions nationwide, by comparing electricity consumption prices of each transportation modes. Wang Jian [19] determines the critical power transmission distance outside Xinjiang region from the perspective of social costs. With the increase of concern over social and environmental impacts caused by energy development, on the basis of economic comparison, the number of researches carrying out a combination of qualitative and quantitative comprehensive comparison is gradually increasing. Report [20], using the analytic hierarchy process (AHP), makes a comprehensive comparison on economy, environmental protection, energy efficiency, land cover, disaster and other aspects of coal and power transmission. Zhang Lu [21], using the AHP and fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method, makes a comprehensive comparison on social, economic, environmental, technology and other areas based on oil and gas pipelines and water transport of Pinghu oil and gas field in East China Sea. In addition, there are qualitative researches. Jiang Huayuan [22] conducts analysis of the impact of the West Inner Mongolia path construction on the Yangtze River coal waterway pattern. Gao Peng [23] makes a comparison between natural gas pipeline network and the electricity network.

V. TRANSPORTATION PATTERN CONSTRUCTION

In the transportation pattern construction module, according to the regional transportation demand of determined energy varieties and the alternative energy amount, transportation flow volume and directions are optimized among different regions to maximize the social and environmental benefits, by playing advantages of each transportation mode.

A. Application of Energy Model and Generation Expansion Planning Model

Multi-region energy models like TIMES are mainly used for tracking environmental footprint, and research application related to energy transport planning has not yet been found in documents. Related generation expansion planning models include WASP (Wien Automatic System Planning Package), PlanElec-Pro (Plan Electricity Pro), OGP (Optimization Generating Planning), Electricity Generation Expansion Analysis System (EGEAS), Model of National Investment (MNI), JASP (Jiaotong Automatic System Planning) and GESP (Generation Electricity System Planning), etc., their fuel price participates in optimization as a given parameter without the effects of transportation, which in turn neglects the integration of electricity and other energy in the production, conversion and transportation.

B. Other Models and Ways

In addition to the energy model and generation expansion planning model, other models consider the integration of electricity and other energy in the production, conversion and transportation, but researches are restricted on construction of coal and power transmission pattern only. Lin Boqiangu [24] comprehensively considers the external costs and the costs of various factors like time, energy loss and investment through fuzzy multi-objective and multi-index transport model and builds the optimal integrated transport pattern in the Northeast, North, Central, East and South China, conducting coal, hydro, etc., transportation in power transmission, railways, roads, shipping and other modes. Zhang Lei [25], by linear programming and taking lowest electricity price as the objective function, analyzes the coal transmission patterns of 30 provinces under constraints of electricity supply capacity, installed capacity and environmental capacity. Zhao Qingbo [26] uses the “big energy concept” to propose multi-regional, multi-resource, multi-dimensional theory of power planning, thus optimizing resource allocation of various resources like energy for generation, water, environment and land.

VI. EVALUATION OF SOCIAL BENEFITS

In evaluation of social benefits module, assessment on impact of integrated transport system of energy for generation on external systems like economy, society and environment is taken, the aspects mainly include security, GDP promotion, employment and other economic growth, pollutant emissions and effective use of resources and so on.

Social benefits assessment typically utilizes social - energy - economic models such as CGE models, input-output models, etc, or constructs evaluation index system. In terms of security, transportation abundance is usually picked as an indicator [27], [28], in which abundance of various energy modes of transport is evaluated and estimated by experts. Gao Jianbin [29] discusses economic system, political system, diplomatic systems, military systems and natural systems respectively of China's maritime energy transport ways, by building index.
system with normal, emergency and war state. In terms of economic, environmental and resource impacts, Yao Xin [3] conducts quantitative analysis of the impact of increasing power and coal transmission proportion on economic development, energy intensity and emissions like carbon dioxide and sulfur dioxide by CGE model simulation. G. Chen [30], using the input-output model and starting from electricity flow, studies full life-cycle emissions of power transmission and coal transportation. B. Zhang [31] discusses the regional sources and sinks, and studies the implicit energy flow of China’s raw coal, oil, gas and other primary energies via input-output model.

VII. EVALUATION OF TRANSPORT COORDINATION

Transport coordination evaluation module mainly assess development state and mutual coordination level among railways, highways, waterways, pipelines and power transmission and so on, and this area belongs to the internal system evaluation of integrated transport system of energy for generation. The researches in this field are still in the development stage. Jiang Guangjun [32], using data envelopment analysis (DEA), measures the overall efficiency, technical efficiency and scale efficiency of China’s coal railway, coal highvay, coal waterways, oil and gas pipelines, oil and gas waterways, oil railroad and thermal power transmission and other modes of transport, and proposes future improvement direction of all kinds of energy transport. Jiang Guangjun [33] calculates the information entropy of construction scale of China’s railways, highways, waterways and pipeline energy transport ways, and gives a clear construction focus of energy transport channel combined with maximum entropy principle.

VIII. OVERSEAS STUDY TRENDS

In construction of transportation pattern, documents [34] [35] utilize multi-region energy models like TIMES. James Mccalley constructs NETPLAN optimization model framework [36] and can consider optimizing ratio between generating energy resources and cargo supplies. Jose Ignacio [37] further points out that in the widely used energy model MARKAL and TIMES, there is a quantitative defect in dealing with transportation demand of energy for transportation, and compares the results of variables in NETPLAN model. Eduardo Ibáñez builds optimization model on transport of corn, coal, electricity and diesel between the mid-west US and eastern America with minimum cost including emissions as objective function, taking into account the mutual conversion of coal and electricity [38].

In particular, in the optimization of transportation pattern construction, multi-energy transport infrastructure interdependence attracts more attention. These models make use of the Leontief inverse matrix, assessing the failure level of subsystems for the failure of one subsystem from the perspective of resilience, such as internal system consumption decrease [39], supply price change [40], as well as topology changes by external disasters [41] and so on. References [42], [43] assess interdependences from reliability and inoperability. References [44], [45] are focused on how to carry out long-term planning in consideration of highly interdependence among various energy transportation infrastructures. Since Sandy hurricane in the United States in 2012, interdependence studies on energy integrated transport system have attracted more attention due to analysis of disaster resistance [46], [47].

IX. CONCLUSION

Based on development trends of energy and power, as well as comparison of foreign research, the issues in the coming years to focus on includes, but not limited to:

Firstly, from production to transportation segments, renewable energy, natural gas and other generating energy resources are becoming growingly interdependent, but the current study is mainly focused on integrated planning of power transmission and coal transportation. Planning methods should be further expanded to include wind, solar and other energy resources.

Secondly, in resilience study of energy, China is lagging behind. Considering impact of future high proportion renewable energy on system security, China should carry out a comprehensive study on resilience and inoperability of integrated transport system of energy for generation.

Thirdly, the consideration of power balance. Typically, energy transportation planning is based on the balanced conduct of annual energy supply and consumption, does not need to reach power balance level. However, with the increasing proportion of wind power, solar and other renewable energy, only paying attention to energy balance will lead to ignorance of low capacity factor of new energies, thus affecting the reference value of generating energy transport system planning.

Fourthly, integrated transport system of energy for generation is a complicated system, which contains a large number of uncertainties, such as future energy prices, supply and demand volume, and energy conversion technology costs and efficiency. Current studies usually ignore these uncertainties and may lead to incomprehensive decision results. Future studies may introduce uncertainty optimization theory methods like fuzzy, random and interval planning to enhance the reference value of results.
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